Abstract-Local feature descriptors underpin many diverse applications, supporting object recognition, image registration, database search, 3D reconstruction, and more. The recent phenomenal growth in mobile devices and mobile computing in general has created demand for descriptors that are not only discriminative, but also compact in size and fast to extract and match. In response, a large number of binary descriptors have been proposed, each claiming to overcome some limitations of the predecessors. This paper provides a comprehensive evaluation of several promising binary designs. We show that existing evaluation methodologies are not sufficient to fully characterize descriptors' performance and propose a new evaluation protocol and a challenging dataset. In contrast to the previous reviews, we investigate the effects of the matching criteria, operating points, and compaction methods, showing that they all have a major impact on the systems' design and performance. Finally, we provide descriptor extraction times for both general-purpose systems and mobile devices, in order to better understand the real complexity of the extraction task. The objective is to provide a comprehensive reference and a guide that will help in selection and design of the future descriptors.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE widespread use of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets equipped with high-resolution cameras, powerconstrained CPUs and limited storage led to the diffusion of new algorithms and communication paradigms for image and video applications [1] . The straightforward access to visual digital contents through pervasive networks also facilitates the development of many mobile applications based on large-scale image search and retrieval, e.g. e-commerce, retail catalogs, photo and art collections [2] . Such tasks deal with vast amounts of data: the processing is often partitioned between a resource-limited client and a powerful remote server, connected via a link with strict bandwidth constraints. The client usually processes a photo containing one or more target objects and transmits the extracted visual features to the server [3] - [6] . The query features are then compared to the features stored in a database in order to find the matches between objects. Depending on the application, the similarity score between database images and query image is computed and used to recognize an object or rank relevant images to be sent back to the client [7] . Visual features are usually coded in numerical vectors called descriptors, which robustly characterize the content of an image. Descriptors effectively reduce the computational complexity of the matching tasks on the server side and the amount of data to transmit over the network. According to the feature extraction procedure, descriptors are divided into two broad classes. Global descriptors represent the content of the image as a whole, typically using fixed-dimensional feature vectors which can be efficiently indexed and matched. They are well suited for largescale applications by means of dedicated hashing algorithms [8] , [9] . Nonetheless, the spatial layout of the scene is not directly addressed and the visual content is not locally encoded. Local descriptors deal with these limitations providing robust solutions to occlusions, significant geometric transformations (e.g. rotation, scale, translation, similarity) and color changes (e.g. luminance, contrast) [10] - [27] .
Local features are typically extracted and compared using a three-stage pipeline (see Fig. 1 ). First, a detector analyzes the image to extract a set of keypoints, i.e. salient points with a well-defined location representing the most informative parts of an image. For instance, blob detectors consider local extrema of the response of scale-invariant filters, usually designed to be approximations of the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) [28] , [29] , while corner detectors are based on 2D points having two dominant and different edge directions in their local neighborhood [6] . In the second stage, image patches around each keypoint are processed further and compactly represented with fixed-dimensional descriptors. Descriptors design must provide both discriminative power and transformations invariance. The importance of these properties is highlighted during the third stage, where the distance between descriptors is computed in order to find the best matches: the lower the distance, the more similar the correspondent patches.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the number of extracted keypoints is a critical parameter for the design of scalable systems and depends both on the image size and visual content. In order to reduce the complexity of the search procedure, keypoints may be grouped and jointly encoded exploiting mutual information and auxiliary feature space [30] , [31] . The use of large visual codebooks typically accelerates the feature quantization and matching, however offline training and online processing require considerable computational resources and large amount of memory, therefore for large scale mobile image search codebook-free algorithms are preferred [32] .
When feature extraction is performed on low-power devices, the choice of computationally efficient algorithms is essential. In 2010, while the state-of-the art was still largely defined by the first scale-invariant descriptor, SIFT [33] , the first binary local descriptor, BRIEF [10] , opened the floodgates to new designs. Binary descriptors are an attractive alternative for the following reasons: 1) they dramatically reduce the matching time by using Hamming distance (XOR and bit count operations), which is natively supported on modern processors; 2) their footprint is small, which means they can be loaded into memory for fast search or easily transmitted to the network; 3) floating point operations are generally avoided or significantly reduced, ensuring a faster extraction time. In this paper, we present an extensive comparative analysis of 21 promising binary descriptors characterizing local features. The major contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) A full comparison evaluation on patch and image datasets with in-depth technical discussions on the reported results. In contrast to the previous reviews, the simultaneous effects of keypoint detectors, matching criteria, operating points and compaction methods are also investigated, showing that they all have a major impact on the system design and performance. 2) An extension of the existing testing methodologies with a new evaluation protocol for image similarity able to improve the matching performance. 3) A new metric able to summarize the overall performance based on several geometric, color and compression transformations. 4) A study of existing operating points for ROC analysis and brute-force search for the optimum ratio test thresholds in order to fully characterize both distinctiveness and robustness of the descriptors. 5) A new dataset reflecting typical challenges faced by mobile applications for objects retrieval, consisting of thousands of pictures extracted from video sequences shot using different mobile devices. Images are affected by several typical alterations such as different natural and artificial illuminations, shadows, reflections, motion blur, deformations, transparency effects and occlusions. 6) A summary of descriptor extraction times, for both general-purpose systems and mobile devices, is also provided in order to better understand the real complexity of the extraction task. The paper is structured as follows. Reviews of state-ofthe-art binary descriptors and existing evaluation protocols and datasets are presented in Sections II and III respectively. Section IV introduces an evaluation framework with new matching paradigms. In Section V experimental results on previously published datasets are shown, and a new dataset for mobile applications is also proposed. Matching results are ranked by means of several quality metrics and descriptor extraction times. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI, with specific focus on selection and design of future descriptors.
II. REVIEW OF STATE-OF-THE-ART BINARY DESCRIPTORS
In this section we briefly introduce descriptors evaluated in our review, grouped by the approach employed to extract information from image patches.
1) Intensity-Oriented Descriptors: Descriptors in this class characterize an image patch p of size S × S using a relatively small number n b of pairwise intensity comparisons φ
where p(x a ) and p(x b ) are the pixel intensities at location x a and x b . The n b -dimensional bitstring D (n b ) is constructed by concatenating the bits corresponding to the results of individual comparisons based on a set of n b location pairs. Since intensity-sampling of individual pixels renders descriptor sensitive to noise and keypoint location errors, some pre-smoothing is usually applied to improve stability and robustness of the descriptors [34] .
In BRIEF [10] the authors investigated six strategies to select intensity test locations, concluding that sampling using isotropic Gaussian (0, 1 
S
2 ) offers minor advantage over uniform, coarse-polar and Census-like sampling. The length of the descriptor is n b = 128, 256, 512 bit. The FAST [35] or CenSurE [36] keypoint detectors were used.
ORB [14] builds on the BRIEF design (with FAST detector) using a greedy search algorithm to maximize the variance and to minimize the absolute correlation between selected pairs. Since BRIEF sampling is not designed to be rotationally invariant, the intensity centroid is used as a simple but effective measure of patch orientation. A learning method for de-correlating features under rotational invariance is also applied.
To boost the recognition performance, a discriminative approach can be adopted to learn linear projections that map image patches to a more discriminative subspace. The binary Discriminative BRIEF (D-BRIEF) descriptor [15] is computed by applying a set of orthogonal linear projections and the corresponding thresholds learned from two training sets containing matching P and non-matching N image patches. [11] , [12] , and [13] , respectively.
ALOHA [16] uses a set of patterns, reminiscent of Haar basis functions, to compute intensity differences [ Fig. 2(c)] . These values are then thresholded to obtain a binary descriptor. A 3-level, hierarchical decomposition of a patch is used and the basis functions are applied at each resolution.
BRISK [11] introduces a new sampling pattern with 59 sampling points located on 4 concentric circles and the central feature point [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Gaussian smoothing with σ equal to half the distance between circles is used. Each sampling point can participate in several comparisons, reducing memory access during extraction. The patch orientation is estimated as an average long-distance gradient direction.
FREAK [12] sampling pattern is inspired by the human visual system and uses a circular grid with higher density of points near the center. The pairs exhibit a symmetric scheme and the patch orientation is computed in a similar fashion to BRISK (Fig. 2(b) ). Authors also vary the size of the Gaussian filter according to the log-polar retinal pattern, and use overlapping receptive fields to improve performance.
LATCH [17] compares the intensity of 3 square sub-patches s in p to produce a single bit of the descriptor. By considering T different triplets {s 0 ,s 1 ,s 2 }, the similarity ofs 0 to the other two sub-patches is given by their Frobenius norm.
2) Gradient-Oriented Descriptors: This class of binary descriptors uses relations between the distribution of gradient directions and/or magnitudes within the patch, in a similar fashion to SIFT. Histograms of gradient direction are generally more robust, but also more complex to compute.
BRIGHT [13] is extracted by computing a hierarchical Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) in the local patch centered around the keypoint [ Fig. 2(d) ]. At layer 1, the patch is partitioned into square blocks containing a HoG of 6 orientation bins. The bins are aggregated into macroblocks to form a new histogram for layer 2 and then for layer 3. Each histogram element is binarized using an adaptive threshold. High correlation of orientation bins on adjacent blocks is reduced with a progressive bit selection technique, which removes elements corresponding to similar orientations from horizontally and vertically adjacent blocks.
Oriented Gradient Binary (OGB) [18] encodes the local gradient directions and their occurrence locations by mapping the gradient magnitude of every pixel in the current block into corresponding bins of the orientation histogram. Boundary effects are avoided by means of a bilinear interpolation, which distributes the value of each gradient sample into its adjacent histogram bins. Non-linear illumination changes can cause a large change in relative magnitudes: a two-step feature vector normalization is applied so that no entries can be greater than 0.2. The average value of the resulting feature vector is then used as threshold to quantize each feature into a binary value.
3) Intensity and Gradient Hybrids: Some descriptors combine intensity, gradient magnitude and orientation information to increase robustness. FRIF [19] incorporates both local pattern and inter-pattern information by means of pairwise intensities of sampling points around N pattern locations p i with an estimated local dominant orientation θ. Inter-pattern intensity comparisons are performed between the M shortest rotated pairs (p θ i , p θ j ). The size of the descriptor is n b = M + N = 512 bit. LDB, for Local Difference Binary [20] , directly computes a binary string using difference tests on pairwise spatial bins within the patch. For each bin, a function F, as tuple {F I , F dx , F dy } for local average intensity and gradient response in x and y directions, is computed. Each pair of grids generates 3 bits using binary tests. In case of N grids, the final size is n b = 3N (N − 1) / 2. 4) Moment-Based Descriptors: MOBIL [21] uses fundamental moments between patch sub-regions. Five moments are computed for each sub-region: a zero order, two first order and two second order. It uses 56 sub-region comparisons on a 4 × 4 grid patch, resulting in a descriptor size n b = 280.
5) Boosted and Transformed Descriptors:
Various approaches have been deployed to increase the discriminatory power of descriptors and reduce their size. BAMBrisk [22] considers longand short-distance intensity tests from the BRISK pattern and applies the Asymmetric Pairwise Boosting algorithm [37] to obtain a binary output with size up to n b = 512. A classifier is learned with a training based on sets of matching and nonmatching pairs.
BinBoost [23] is also built using labeled image patches, in order to reduce the Hamming distances between descriptors of patches from positive pairs. The classifiers are optimized iteratively, maximizing the weighted correlation of their output and the data labels. Weak learners are parametrized by a rectangular region over the patch, an orientation for the intensity gradient, and a threshold.
MPEG CDVS-TM standard [38] applies a linear transform coding to SIFT descriptors. It uses sums and differences of adjacent gradient bins in the SIFT descriptor in a alternating fashion, combined with the ternary quantization of the transformed coefficients. A customized distance function substitutes classic Hamming distance function.
Simonyan et al. [39] uses convex optimization to learn good pooling regions for descriptor extraction and to select optimal dimensionality reduction. The learned low-dimensional realvalued descriptors are converted to binary by means of a linear projection to a higher-dimensional space (Parseval tight frame expansion) followed by thresholding. We will refer to this descriptor as SVZ, after the authors' initials.
6) CNNs Methods: Despite the popularity of Convolutional Neural Networks for image retrieval, very few works on binary local descriptors have been published. DeepBit [40] learns compact binary descriptors in an unsupervised manner. The parameters of the network are updated using back-propagation with three criteria: (i) to minimize the loss quantization, (ii) to reduce the bit correlation and (iii) to evenly distribute the binary codes. In Deeply Learned Feature Transform (DELFT) [41] , Euclidean and Hamming embedding for image patch description is trained with triplet convolutional networks. These features can cooperate with existing nearest neighbor search algorithms in Euclidean and Hamming space, improving the speed-accuracy tradeoff.
The current CNN-based designs are too computationally complex for mobile applications (approximately three orders of magnitude compared to BRISK). Furthermore, since their accuracy is comparable to the SIFT and SVZ benchmarks presented here, the performance gain over the fast binary descriptors is limited.
III. EXISTING EVALUATION PROTOCOLS AND DATASETS
Before we introduce our descriptor characterization framework, we critically review the existing evaluation protocols and associated datasets. Evaluation protocols can be classified into three groups.
1) Patch-level evaluation uses a collection of independent image patches (e.g. Liberty and Yosemite [42] ) ready for descriptor extraction. Therefore, they do not require any keypoint detection stage. 2) Database-level evaluation specifies query images and a database (e.g. Holidays [43] and Oxford [44] ) for retrieval of relevant images. 3) Image-level evaluation is based on a small set of transformed or distorted images with respect to a reference image (e.g. Graffiti [45] ). Patch-level evaluation is usually simple because it only requires the analysis of the distances between the matching and non-matching descriptor pairs, e.g. in a form of an ROC curve. Nevertheless, matching results may be biased depending on the keypoint detection stage used to produce the patches. The latter two categories require more sophisticated measures to determine the level of similarity between two images, such as the nearest neighbor distance ratio test or simply ratio test [46] . Missing detection of a single matching pair of keypoints does not have an immediate impact in the overall performance, since many matching pairs are usually returned.
During our study, it became clear that existing protocols do not reflect the challenges typical for mobile applications. The datasets used (e.g. [43] , [44] ) contain pictures of good quality. In contrast, mobile scenarios often involve significant motion of the device or objects in the scene, resulting in motion blur. Furthermore, objects of interest are frequently small and exhibit various distortions, such as shadows, transparency, non-rigid deformations or dramatic reflections and illumination changes. We therefore acquired a new dataset for testing the behavior of descriptors in more challenging scenarios, which are frequent in mobile use (see Sections IV-C and V-D).
Different matching strategies and metrics have been used in previous reviews. Precision and recall are the most common for patch-level and image-level matching performance [47] , [50] , [51] , [53] , while mean average precision (mAP) is frequently used for retrieval performance at database-level [47] , [50] . In order to make search more challenging, distractor features may be introduced [50] . In [55] accuracy is defined as percentage of query images correctly classified.
When a protocol requires a database retrieval, the specific image ranking algorithm does have a major impact on the performance. In [50] fast matching is done using multiple randomized kd-trees with -approximate nearest neighbor ( -ANN) search [56] . In [51] matching score is based on the ratio between the number of matching descriptors, confirmed by geometric verification, and the total number of features. In [55] multi-probe Locally Sensitive Hashing [57] for the nearest neighbor search is used. In [52] homography information is provided and the percentage of valid matches out of the total number of expected matches is computed. In [53] RANSAC [58] is used to confirm matching keypoints pairs, while the average number of best matches per descriptor is defined as product between the average number of keypoints and the ratio between the number of best matches and number of keypoints which passed the ratio test. Geometric verification is often too complex for mobile use, therefore we employed a simpler procedure based on the numbers of matching keypoints (see Section IV-B).
Results of the prior evaluations are summarized in Table I . Most of the reviews are limited to a narrow subset, typically including BRIEF, ORB, BRISK and FREAK binary descriptors. While we note that most papers consider BRISK as the best performing descriptor, this view is not unanimous. According to [55] , BRISK, ORB and FREAK show very similar accuracy and can compete well with SIFT, in terms of distinctiveness. In [50] BRIEF outperforms ORB, and BRISK is comparable to SIFT, while in [52] BRISK and FREAK outperform both ORB and BRIEF. [47] and [53] confirm BRISK on top of ORB, BRIEF and FREAK. Following the detector/descriptor pairings evaluation, [51] highlights that best overall performance does not always correspond to the original authors' recommendations. [25] . Some prior evaluations measure matching accuracy at an arbitrarily selected False Positive Rate, which could lead to a bias. For instance, [11] , [12] , [46] , [47] use FPR = 0.1, however for 10 4 descriptors typically present in every image, such FPR would produce 10 3 false matches! High number of false matches requires costly verification procedure, such as RANSAC, and may contribute to poor performance. In our evaluation, we use much lower FPR values (e.g. 5 · 10 −5 ), leading to different and sometimes unexpected conclusions on relative merits of various descriptors and optimal working points. As descriptors' performance depends on the matching approach, in the next section we evaluate several lightweight strategies, based either on thresholding of the descriptor distances or the distance ratios, combined with either one-directional or bi-directional matching.
IV. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
In this section we outline our comprehensive evaluation framework, which includes selected existing protocols, datasets and operating conditions, but also adds new tests to address the identified deficiencies. We used two different detectors, one simple and fast (BRISK) and one more robust but slow (HessianAffine), to determine the upper-bound of the performance. We also fill the gaps in the list of all the previous mentioned binary descriptors, and introduce a new video sequence dataset to challenge the robustness of the descriptors on different real artifacts, deformations, motion and illumination issues.
A. Descriptors
For our evaluations, we selected 21 state-of-the-art binary descriptors. New methods are constantly published, therefore we determined some criteria for the selection of the algorithms to include in the framework. We did not consider: 1) methods built on the computation of auxiliary spatial features between correlated keypoints, since the proposed descriptor extraction stage takes independent patches as input for each keypoint; 2) methods depending on the geometric relations between the descriptors to validate the matches, since the matching stage is based on fast implementations. Furthermore, we considered the algorithms with source code available online, under request, or correctly implementable using the published information only.
We also included 6 top-performing non-binary descriptors, as indicator of the upper-bound performance limits: SIFT, SURF, LQ-HoG [26] , LIOP [27] , MRRID, and MROGH [59] .
ALOHA, BRIGHT, LDB, LQ-HoG and OGB descriptors have been implemented according to the corresponding papers. The OpenCV library [60] was used for SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, ORB, FREAK and BRISK descriptors, while LIOP is from the VLFeat library [61] . For all other methods, their authors kindly provided the source code. For LQ-HoG the 135-bit configuration was used as shown in [26] , while for OGB the 4 × 4 grid cells pattern with 16 gradient orientations and no down-sampling was selected [18] .
We also introduced a modified version of BRIGHT descriptor, called BRIGHT + , which adds a forth layer for the hierarchical HoG by means of a dedicate threshold α = 0.13. This leads to a marked improvement in performance with only a marginal size increase to 162 bits. to the closest descriptor d a→b in d(I b ) and its distance γ ab to the second closest one is computed. If the ratio is less than a threshold τ , the test is passed. Geometric consistency check is usually applied on the locations of the corresponding keypoints. This operation is not possible in many mobile applications because the verification is computationally demanding. Therefore, we focus on low-complexity matching strategies.
B. Pipeline and Matching Strategies
Let R a = 
While ξ 1 simply gives a weight 1 to all the descriptors pairs which passed the ratio test, ξ α gives a weight α as follows:
The weight α gives more importance to descriptor pairs more distant to other candidates, enabling the selection of the most robust matching pairs. Therefore, the final matchability score α(d ab ) for a group of matching descriptor pairs {d ab } in case of ξ α test is [43] , [44] need to be ranked to compute certain overall performance index, such as mAP. We define the following image similarity metric m:
where μ(N a , N b ) is a normalization function depending on the number of descriptors in I a and I b . Three different μ functions are tested: [29] , and μ 1 . = 1 for no normalization.
C. Mobile Dataset
We propose a new video dataset for objects retrieval and recognition called Surrey Mobile [62] . It contains scenes depicting common objects such as postcards, boxes, papers, flowers, glasses, bottles, business cards and magazines. Our dataset is designed to mimic the challenges of object recognition in mobile scenario: 1) it uses different mobile devices for data acquisition, 2) the video recording introduces compression artifacts and 3) the ad-hoc video setup requires robust matching capabilities to face the image distortions.
Some examples of the demanding complexity are shown in Fig. 4 . Videos were recorded at different times of the day, with natural and artificial light generating different shadows and reflections on materials such as paper, plastic and glass. Videos were also subject to significant degree of motion blur and zoom of the target objects: these factors test to the extreme the robustness of keypoints detection and the descriptors capability. The objects were also arranged to create occlusion and transparency effects. Moreover, the object queries were chosen to promote false positive matches of local image features such as alphabetical letters and geometric forms. See Section V-D for full details on performance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the 21 binary descriptors using patch-level, database-level and image-level evaluation protocols. We start with the patch-level evaluation as it gives an initial idea about the strength of descriptors and illustrates the behavior of matching and non-matching distance distributions. In database-level evaluation we determine the optimum ratio thresholds τ and distance thresholds h * , which are then applied in image-level evaluation and to the proposed mobile dataset. Results are grouped into three categories according to the descriptor size: compact [128 ÷ 162], medium [256 ÷ 280] and large [486 ÷ 512]. We also present results for the ultracompact D-BRIEF descriptor (32 bit) to illustrate the impact of the descriptor size on matching performance. For each category the best descriptors are highlighted. The results for CDVS-TM (based on SIFT) and SVZ (based on real-valued descriptors) are kept as reference due to their higher descriptor extraction complexity, which may result in superior matching performance. SVZ provided the descriptor modeling and extraction code for several values of n b and training datasets. For patchlevel experiments n b = {128, 512, 1024} were evaluated, while for the image-level experiments n b = 512 on training dataset Notredame was used as it gives the best results.
A. Patch-Level Matching Performance
In this section we evaluate descriptors based on scalenormalized 64 × 64 pixels patches from the MPEG Compact Descriptors for Visual Search (CDVS) dataset [26] and the Winder and Brown dataset [42] . These datasets contain 100 K and 500 K matching pairs respectively and consist of canonical scaled and oriented patches around Difference-ofGaussian interest points. To incorporate interest point jitter statistics, patches were warped using small random similarity warps affecting position, rotation and scale. The standard deviation of synthetic noise added to the CDVS dataset is 0.4 pixel, 11 degrees and 2 0.12 octaves in orientation, shift and scale respectively. The Winder and Brown dataset considers a pair as matching if the detected keypoint is within 5 pixels position, 22.5 degrees rotated and 0.25 octaves of scale. For each dataset, the number of non-matching pairs considered is 100 times greater than the number of matching pairs.
Default patch smoothing is used for OpenCV descriptors, while for the other descriptors a Gaussian smoothing of σ = 2.7 pixels is applied to the patch, as suggested in [1] . Table II Fig. 5 .
B. Database-Level Matching Performance
To assess the matching performance of the descriptors on real images, two different datasets are used. The Oxford Buildings dataset [44] consists of 5062 images collected from Flickr by searching for particular Oxford landmarks. A bounding box containing the relevant object was manually annotated for 55 queries. The Holidays dataset [43] contains images from different scene types to test the robustness to transformations such as rotation, viewpoint and illumination changes, blurring. This dataset consists of 500 queries representing distinct scenes or objects and 991 corresponding relevant images.
Features were extracted by means of Hessian-Affine [63] and BRISK detectors to create 64 × 64 pixels normalized patches. The Hessian-Affine detector is acknowledged as robust to complex image transformations [64] , while BRISK keypoints are very fast to extract. A series of brute-force matching experiments were conducted in order to find the best thresholds for ratio test τ and absolute Hamming distance h * from a range [0.05, 0.90] with step 0.01 in different operating conditions. Table III shows mAP results for ξ α and ξ h test functions on both Holidays and Oxford datasets for keypoints extracted using the Hessian-Affine detector. The ranking of the descriptors is slightly changed from the previous patch-level evaluation and D-BRIEF results are not reported because of the poor performance. Among the three type of normalization functions μ, in case of no normalization (μ 1 ) the best results were obtained. For instance, by choosing the function test ← → ξ α , Fig. 6 .
Regarding the impact of keypoint detection on matching performance, Table IV shows a comparison for ← → ξ α test by means of Hessian-Affine and BRISK detectors on Holidays and Oxford datasets. On average, Hessian-Affine regions improves mAP results by 10% to 20% on Holidays and 5% to 9% on Oxford. Matching performance can be improved at the cost of time performance (see Section V-E). In summary, the choice of keypoint detector, descriptor technique, matching test and ratio threshold has a huge impact on the overall performance in different datasets.
Bit selection procedure: In order to further compress the descriptors, we applied a fast feature selection technique based on conditional mutual information and a naive Bayesian classifier [65] . The input of the algorithm is the required compressed descriptor sizeñ b and a list of XOR bit-wise strings computed on the matching and non-matching descriptor pairs from CDVS dataset. The algorithm returns theñ b indexes of the selected dimensions. Table V shows mAP values obtained with the compressed descriptors on ← → ξ α test without normalization. We also provide average matching results obtained by selecting bit subsets in a random fashion (average over 3 runs). The algorithm brings modest improvements over the random selection for LDB and BRISK descriptors, and reduces performance for BAMBrisk 512 , which is already highly optimized using a 
C. Image-Level Matching Performance
Dataset [45] has been used in many works [11] , [12] , [16] , [20] to assess the performance of descriptors by applying several transformations on the images such as zoom, rotation, viewpoint change, blur, compression and light change. For each transformation, six images sorted according to ascending difficulty and ground-truth homography between the first image and the others are provided. The corresponding keypoints, already provided in the dataset, are identified by analyzing the overlap area of the Hessian-Affine region in one image and the projection of the region in a second image In this test, a region is considered correspondent if its intersection is larger than 50% of the union of the two regions. Fig. 7 shows the TPR values for each transformation by using an average ratio threshold τ on the best ones from Holidays and Oxford dataset. The − → ξ 1 test was used to be consistent with previous evaluations. Since, apart from bark sequence, ROC curves show a monotonic descending trend according to the ascending difficulty, transformation (1 → 4) min,q for each T is compared to the actual value for each δ and a percentage p 
OGB shows the best performance with an impressive 100%, while the BAMBrisk family is always above 90%. Light change (leuven) and JPEG compression (ubc) are the most difficult sequences to deal with, while zoom+rotation (bark) and viewpoint change (graf) are the easiest. Image-level datasets are very useful in evaluating robustness of descriptors to individual transformations, but they also present some issues, since distortions and geometric transformations are generated artificially. Number of matching descriptor pairs is also limited and, more importantly, the number of distractors is relatively small. In the next paragraph a challenging video dataset for mobile applications is proposed to better understand the overall impact of different transformations on the matching performance of the descriptors.
D. Mobile Dataset Matching Performance
We propose a new dataset for objects retrieval on mobile scenario. The dataset consists of 8658 pictures extracted from video sequences shooting a table containing several objects, including postcards, little boxes, papers, flowers, glasses, bottles, business cards and magazines. Three different devices were used: GoPro 3, Nexus 7, and iPhone 5 s. Images were collected from video at rate of 5 frames per second. As shown in Fig. 8 , six query objects containing features extracted using the Hessian-Affine detector have been selected: Paper, Postcard, White box, Wine, Magazine and Blue box. The dataset is available at [62] . Fig. 9 Fig. 9(d) summarizes the overall matching performance by considering an aggregate metric TPR% at different FPR values. For each query q, the average TPR value among all the descriptors is defined as TPR q , then for each descriptor δ the difference in percentage from the average is used as matching index. This index is averaged on all the queries to get the final TPR% metric
The following descriptors show ascending matching performance over the average at FPR = 0. 
E. Keypoint Detection and Descriptor Extraction Complexity
In this section we analyze the complexity of keypoint detection and descriptor computation. Table VII shows the average time for a single descriptor extraction on a DELL PowerEdge R730 server @3.1 GHz and on a HTC ONE M8 smartphone with Qualcomm MSM8974AB Snapdragon 801 @2.3 GHz by using a single core. Descriptors are extracted from CDVS patches dataset. The source code for all the algorithms was compiled on the above mentioned architecture, with no use of any precompiled executable. A timestamp was introduced at the beginning and at the end of the descriptor extraction routine, and time difference was divided by the total number of patches. OpenCV v2.4.8 with Java Native Interface (JNI) was used for the Android device. A new version of BRIGHT, called BRIGHT opt , computes gradient orientation histograms on the full patch only instead of taking each patch partition separately. This operation avoids border effects and makes the processing faster. BinBoost is the slowest binary descriptor, while BRISK is 230 times faster. 8514 andt = 85 ms for BRISK. On Holidaysn k = 17471 and t = 1200 ms for Hessian-Affine, whilen k = 9254 andt = 85 ms for BRISK. Therefore, on image basis, BRISK detector is 14 to 16 times faster than Hessian-Affine.
F. Critical Analysis
As shown in the previous sections, the ranking of the descriptors' matching capabilities may vary depending on the evalua- tion protocol and the associated dataset. Patch-level evaluation gives a coarse assessment of the discriminative power using pre-extracted regions around the keypoints. These datasets are also often used for training using machine learning techniques. Database-level evaluation better reflects real-life scenarios such as image retrieval, while the proposed mobile dataset provides the ultimate challenge due to its complexity. Taking into account all the results achieved, BAMBrisk and BRISK represent the best trade-off between matching capabilities and complexity, proving to be robust in database retrieval under all the proposed geometric transformations. Their simple designs based on intensity comparison patterns compete well against CPU-demanding descriptors based on gradient histograms. Regarding other intensity-only descriptors, the well-known ORB, BRIEF and FREAK lack in matching capabilities at low false positive rates. The first two use individual sampling points, which are highly sensitive to noise within the patch. This problem is also present in FRIF and explains its poor results. FREAK makes use of sampling regions instead, but the deeply overlapping patterns imply the coding of redundant information. ALOHA delivers average performance in the mobile scenario. Nevertheless, the intuitive multi-layer sampling pattern can be an inspiration for new low-complexity designs. LATCH triplets comparisons are also effective, since they mitigate noise and local appearance variations, but definitely slower then the previously mentioned methods. The D-BRIEF projections and thresholding operations are extremely fast to perform, but the descriptor size is simply too compact to show any effectiveness in large-scale retrieval.
Regarding the descriptors using gradient information, OGB, LDB and BRIGHT proved to be the most accurate. OGB is slow to extract, however it can be considered the undisputed winner in all the test scenarios. Its bilinear interpolation distributes the value of each gradient sample into adjacent histogram bins, contributing in the composition of a very robust compaction method. LDB features, combining intensity and gradient information, capture distinct patterns of the patch at different spatial granularities. They have proved to be very robust especially in the mobile scenario, where specific distortions in illumination or scaling occur simultaneously. A note of merit for BRIGHT: the block scan ordering and the progressive bit selection result in a highly discriminative descriptor, in both patch-level and database-level tests, even with only 150 dimensions. MOBIL embeds a different type of second-order intensity information, the moments, delivering average performance. More studies on its comparison patterns are needed to improve the performance, but this comes at cost of extraction complexity.
CDVS-TM and SVZ must be considered separately because they are not natively binary. CDVS-TM requires a dedicated look-up table for the computation of the Hamming distance. For this reason, the main benefit of using binary descriptors is jeopardized. SVZ requires a binarization procedure of realvalued descriptors and the storage of massive pre-trained matrices, which are prohibitive for an embedded scenario. BinBoost is also slow in extraction, however the overall results prove that the matching performance does not depend on the datasets used in the training stage.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a comprehensive, in-depth evaluation of binary descriptors for mobile applications. We enhanced existing evaluation protocols with a new one, including challenging video test sequences. They reflect the typical mobile scenarios, where poor illumination, motion blur and coding artifacts are often present. The performance measures we designed are also better aligned with the ultimate goal -recognition of objects seen in a camera of mobile device. The evaluation was performed using the fast BRISK detector, with the full HessianAffine acting as benchmark reference. The discriminative power of 21 binary descriptors was tested, showing that gradient-based solutions such as LATCH, OGB and LDB all perform well at cost of more demanding processing support. Additionally, we also evaluated the MPEG-standardized descriptor (CDVS-TM) and the state-of-the-art SVZ descriptor to provide performance context, even though the extraction time is prohibitive for embedded systems.
Nevertheless, the overall matching performance of descriptors such as ALOHA, BAMBrisk and BRISK demonstrates the feasibility of competitive designs based on binary intensity tests only, which proved to be robust to different geometric transformations and illumination changes. Intensity tests are also extremely efficient when applied on integral images, thus well suited for mobile applications. Therefore, future designs should explore in depth sub-patch intensity patterns and dimensionality reduction tools in order to build superfast, discriminative and compact binary descriptors.
We also note that the feature detectors occasionally fail to find keypoints consistently in down-sampled images, affecting both extraction and matching of distinctive descriptors. Future research should also address this area.
